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It’s a well known fact that the Horn of Africa is a region highlighted for its 

conflict and turbulence - though currently there have been some positive 

(relative) changes being seen. Inevitably these conflicts that seldom erupt in 

the region have had a negative impact on our country’s success towards 

peace, development and democratic order building. Unavoidably, a conflict 

that’s erupts in a certain country will eventually spillover in to neighboring 

countries.  

As its known, Ethiopian people shot at economic growth relates to 

successful peace, development and democratic order building. And what 

can be a big challenge to the struggle that’s waged to win against poverty 

(itself a source of disappointment to our people for years), is regional 

instability. The threat of terrorism that emanates from the regional 

countries should be (also) mentioned here.  

This threat is not a danger only to us, but we have come to see how much a 

threat and menace it is to the rest of the region’s countries, and (including) 

other countries. So, considering this (hard) reality, strengthening and 

expanding good practices through working side by side on one hand, and 

lessening the harmful ones on the other, is the only and the most viable 

option.  

As we all know, out of the region’s countries, our neighbor Somalia has 

been a threat to the region’s countries, especially to our country by being a 

safe haven to terrorists. In Somalia; which had been stateless for long 

period of time, there were various warlords and fundamentalist terror 
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groups that had worked to wreck havoc onto the region’s countries through 

terror, on top of putting their own people and country through violence and 

precariousness.  

Mentioning the terror attacks that was carried out in our country and 

neighboring countries at different times can serve as evidence to this fact. 

As it can be recalled, they have even gone as far as waging jihad war on our 

country. At the time after exhausting every peace options, and after the 

government’s long running patience run out, it had neutralized the clear 

and present danger that was posed on our country.  

Here it’s necessary to raise the questions; “Why did our country wage a 

committed struggle against fundamentalists and terror groups that have 

roots in Somalia?” and “What would the recent joining  of our Defense 

forces (ENDF) to AMISOM (African Union Mission In Africa) bring to the 

table?”…  Answering these questions will allow me to create awareness and 

correct the negative and untrue rumors that are being thrown by our 

enemies and by some commentators either knowingly or unknowingly. 

Before I delve in to the issue, I will start from the basics – the history. 

What is coined as ‘Horn of Africa’ is a (geographical) region that includes 

Ethiopia, Somalia, Eritrea and Djibouti. Somalia was created in 1960 by the 

merger of British Somaliland protectorate and the colony of Italian 

Somaliland.  

After the independence and establishment of Somalia, Mohammed Siad 

Barre’s government had the longest administration (in the country’s 

history). His fantasy of creating ‘Greater Somalia’ engulfing, he worked to 

forcefully incorporate Somalis residing in Ethiopia, Kenya and Djibouti, 

instead of working for the growth and prosperity of Somali people.  
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As a consequence, his government, first at the time of Emperor Haileselassie 

in 1964 and later during the tenure of ‘Derg’ in 1977, waged war on 

Ethiopia both times - though our army forced the Somali forces to retreat. 

Following the attempts of invasion, the Siad Barre regime sustained a heavy 

economic blow, which forced Barre’s regime to be ousted from power.  

As a result, the country became pretty much stateless following the rise of 

rival warlords. According to some information, our country started facing a 

terrorist threat after the expulsion (demise) of Siad Barre’s Government.  

As it’s known, Ethiopia and Somalia are both brother countries that have a 

long standing historical and cultural relation. Their people are intertwined 

together by history culture, language and religion. They both have 

interbred, creating strong ties within each other’s life. This long and 

intertwined relationship cannot be teared apart by any force.  

In addition to this, both countries geographical position and shared long 

borders creates a suitable condition for commercial ties. During Somalia’s 

stateless tenure (which lasted for twenty years until seven years ago), the 

fact that Ethiopia was most Somalis choice for shelter when they were 

driven from their homes by conflict, goes out to show the deep people–to–

people relationship that exists between both countries’. This is not 

surprising considering the bond that ties the two brotherly people together, 

and it’s not possible to cover this profound relationship in this article. 

The former Somalia which used to be stateless had been a hub (hotbed) for 

terrorists – even though currently relative stability is seen in the country, 

courtesy of the attention given by international community in recent times. 

Various fundamentalists and terror groups from different parts of the world 

take refuge in this country; and they have been able to carry out many 

terror acts and also have wreck havoc on the region.  
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Their repeated terror act in Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Ethiopia had been 

callous and heinous. Many Somalis losing safety and security in their own 

country, forced to live under ‘live – and – die – by – the – gun’ mantra of the 

warlords and clan politics; they have been forced to exodus, torture and 

death. 

In addition to this, the former stateless Somalia had been a hot bed to 

fundamentalist terror groups, a hub to arms trading and drugs trafficking, 

and a haven to major contrabandists. Also there wasn’t a stone left 

unturned by the terror groups that took refuge in the country, to expand 

Islamic fundamentalism and religious government in the Horn of Africa.  

The first of those groups that operated with clear terror objective was ‘Al-

Itihaad al-Islamiya’. This terror group was a dangerous terrorist and a grave 

danger, be it to the horn of Africa or to our country.  

“Al Itihaad Al-Islamiya’ was a group established in Bura, Somalia, by the 

merging of two groups that have an anti- western inclination, 

namely ‘Wahdat Al Shabab (Unity of Islamic Youth)’ and ‘Al Jama'a Al 

Islamiya (Islamic Association)’. Although the group’s establishment was 

based on ‘Islamic unity’ or ‘Islamic union’, it wasn’t long before it took ‘Al-

Itihaad’ shape.  

The groups’ main objective was to establish an Islamic government in the 

horn of Africa. From its days of conception as a fundamentalist group up to 

1991, it has carried out attacks on military establishment and educational 

institution in Somalia. Then it turned its terror acts to Ethiopia. 

According to some information gathered, “Al Itihaad’ turned its attention to 

our country after incurring heavy defeat in puntland. The group was able to 

enter into Ethiopia, following the unstable conditions of Ethiopia when 

EPRDF first came to power and the easy access it got to enter the country 
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together with Somali refugees that were fleeing away from their country’s 

civil war.  

So, at the time the terror group was able to control most of the Ethiopian-

Somali state. In Addition to this, at the end of 1992 where the group started 

carrying out attacks in Ethio-Somali Region, it also carried out heinous 

attacks on civilians in Addis Ababa (from 1993-1996). However, following 

the heavy response of our military forces, the group fled from Ethiopia – 

Somali Region to the then stateless Somalia. But, its time in Somalia was 

not fruitful.  

As any force that doesn’t have public (popular) support (eventually) 

crumbles, the fate of this terror group was to be marginalized by the Somali 

people and get splintered into two tiny groups. The first of those 

fundamentalist groups was the self – proclaimed ‘Union of Islamic Courts 

(UIC)’, which waged Somalia was to be governed by an Islamic government 

and Shari’ a law.  

The second group is the terror group by the name of “Harakat al-Shabaab 

al-Mujahideen”. Promising to comeback to talk about the second group, let 

me walk you through the first group’s exploit.  

The union of Islamic court (UIC); which used to be led by the recently jailed 

sheik Dahir Aweys, objective was to establish an Islamic government in all 

of ‘Horn of Africa’ Countries after fully controlling Somalia. As it can be 

recalled, the group through sheik Dahir Aweys had waged a jihad war on 

our country. 

 It had bloated itself by talking about taking control of the holy ‘Anwar 

Mosque’’ that’s found in Addis Ababa, within seven days – though the 

propaganda didn’t materialize into anything.  
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The group had exerted a lot of effort to establish its own government by 

overthrowing the internationally recognized the Transitional government 

that was set up by Somalis. However, the group which is a runaway 

(splintered) group from Al-Itihaad, with suspicion of having strong ties to Al-

Qaeda, was easily beaten by Ethiopian forces and Somali’s transitional 

government.  

During our military forces stay in Somalia (which lasted from 1999-2001), 

the fundamentalist terror groups became weakened and marginalized and 

the peoples’ desire for peace was on all time high. It was a time where the 

terror group’s effort to antagonize the public by our forces failed, and 

instead created a suitable condition for change.  

One of the reasons for this outcome was the fact that the Somali people was 

able to get (relative) peace; after the terror groups where neutralized by our 

forces, and this has made it difficult to the terrorists to lobby the public 

against our forces.  

During this episode, in addition to crushing the terrorists and 

fundamentalists, our military force’s strong efforts to establish and 

strengthen the transitional government’s security forces, has met a wide 

acclaim and recognition from the international community.  

After our military forces came back home after neutralizing a clear and 

present danger with an amazing capacity, a peace keeping force under the 

auspices of African Union (AU) entered into Somalia a few months later. 

However, while the effort put up by the Burundi peacekeeping soldiers in 

Mogadishu and other part of the country is admirable, limitations of man-

power and the fact that the international community did not give enough 

support has made the desired outcome hard to come by, while making the 

situation tense.  
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After the Union of Islamic court (UIC) was defeated and half of its force and 

leadership took refuge in Eritrea, the second splinter group of Al-Itihaad, 

‘Harakat Al-Shabaab’ come into the foray. And this group, like the other 

terror groups, has not only suffered the Somali people, but it has also 

waged a jihad war on our country.  

However, their effort to have a strong hold on the public has not been 

successful, because changing names does not mean changing their sinister 

agenda on our country. Despite this set back, they still haven’t refrained 

from their terror acts.  

Here it’s important to mention the fact that the FDRE government decided 

to send its troops into Somalia, only after exhausting every peace options, 

and only to neutralize the threat that was hovering in our country by 

fundamentalists and terror groups that were rooted in Somalia. And as it 

can be recalled Al-Shabaab claiming itself as a faction of Al-Qaeda had 

disturbed the relative stability and peace of Somalia.  

Following the call of the transitional government the Ethiopian troops were 

once again back to Somalia in 2003 and punished Al-Shabaab severely. In 

order to pacify the turmoil that was created by Al-Shabaab, and to bring 

(relative) peace to our Somali brothers and sisters and to neutralize the 

regional threat, our troops have spent two years in the country. 

In its second stint, our troops have been able to weaken the terror group, 

and strengthen the transitional government. And it had a huge role in the 

establishment of a government that came to power winning the public 

election. All this effort has woke up the international community to give 

attention for the stability and peace of Somalia.  

This in turn has enabled African countries, which have promised to send 

their troops, keep their word. Peace keeping forces from Djibouti, Sierra 
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Leone and Kenya have joined the ranks of Burundi and Ugandan forces in 

the AMISOM mission. And these added forces are doing their parts to bring 

peace to Somalia.  

Our troops in addition to its main mission of protecting our country’s peace 

and security and our constitutional order, it gets repeated calls from the UN 

and AU to play its own role in the peace and security of our neighbors and 

the region as a whole. And it’s answering these calls through heavily 

participating in international and regional peace keeping missions.  

With this our peacekeeping troops involvement is ranked fourth in the world 

(countries that have involved their troops in peacekeeping missions) by 

deploying up to 7591 peace keeping troops, while doing Abiye mission 

solely. Not only this. As it has shown its commitment, competence, 

leadership quality and discipline in all the mission it has been involved in it 

has been dubbed as ‘peace Ambassador’ by the international community.  

And recently, December of this year to be exact our country has send in 

4403 soldiers into Somalia, after it was asked to strengthen AMISOM 

(African Union Mission in Somalia). And they have already started their 

mission in responsible way, accepting responsibilities of sector 3 and sector 

4. It’s important to note here that the addition of our troops to the AMISOM 

will make the total number of peace keeping soldier up to 11 thousand 994. 

I think it’s important to assess the benefits of the joining of our troops to 

AMISOM (African Union Mission in Somalia). In Addition to this, it’s also 

important to look into what makes this AMISOM (African Union Mission in 

Somalia) different in relation to other peace keeping mission it has involved 

in. As its known our country’s struggle against poverty is garnering 

successful results.  
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Poverty and backwardness which had put our people’s being into danger, 

has now started to crumble by the efforts and participation of our country’s 

nation, nationalities and people. Thus, in order for the success our people 

are recording on the struggle against poverty and backwardness to continue 

and for it to be sustainable, the guarantee of peace in our country and the 

region is very important.  

By strengthening our internal peace through the full participation of our 

people, our country will continue with its effort to solve our neighbor 

countries’ and our continent’s destitution of peace. Also by strengthening 

African brother hood more than ever, our country is doing what’s expected 

of it through mediating to solve regional and continental conflicts and 

sending its peace keeping troops to bring peace and stability to countries 

that are in turmoil.  

As I have tried to mention it earlier, the FDRE ENDF (Defense Forces) in 

addition to neutralizing the terror forces, it has been giving its brotherly 

support to the people and government of Somalia. 

This benign effort of our government, the selflessness of our troops, 

unwavering commitment and success in their missions have led us to 

garner credibility from our neighbors and friends, and also from regional, 

continental and international institutions. Thus, our country’s peacekeeping 

troops are in demand more than ever.  

This implicates our troops’ ability and strength, and the fact that our 

country’s voice is gaining weight in the international arena. Looking at this 

phenomenal progress of our country’s role in peace keeping, we can see our 

government’s and defense forces deep conviction to bring peace to the 

people.  
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Our neighboring countries and the international community have all 

attested to this fact. What can serve as good indicator to this reality is the 

fact that both Sudan’s (North and South) only wanted FDRE peacekeeping 

forces to be deployed in Abiye, and also the fact that both countries 

commended the effort and work that has been put up by our troops. And 

this has astonished the world. 

Many Somalis have given their praise and approval to our troops on 

bringing positive changes that are being seen today in the country, despite 

the fact that our troops were operating only in a supportive role, as opposed 

to full fledging effort. It also has grabbed the attention of many Somalis.  

The Somalia federal government and people; who knows this identity of our 

troops through former mission, have presented repeated call to our troops 

to be involved in AMISOM citing ‘It’s from the FDRE defense forces that our 

country’s peace can get the right kind of support from’.  

And this act has confirmed that all our neighbors believe that our 

government and troops are not only forces of peace, but also forces that 

don’t differentiate between their neighbors peace with their own. When 

FDRE Defense force; which always had given an affirmative response to 

every peace keeping call, joined AMISOM accepting the call from the Somali 

people, it will further play a good role in painting our image positively, as it 

will carry out its mission in unparalleled fashion as a token of its years of 

peacekeeping mission experience. 

When our troops start their AMISOM mission as an Ambassador of peace, 

they will activate its high held visions and objectives in our neighbor 

Somalia. The peacekeeping mission includes bringing lasting peace to the 

sector it took responsibility for, destroying and demolishing terrorists that 

have roots in Somalia in collaboration with AMISOM and peace keeping 
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forces under its own auspices, and working with the people of Somalia to 

create stable administrative structures.  

Our troops will work to create an environment for the Somalis to govern 

themselves, to administer their own security apparatus, and it will train, 

arm, organize and help the Somali government security forces draw their 

own capabilities. In addition to this, its mission include facilitating 

humanitarian operations and building social service giving institutions for 

the local people using our own government’s limited resource, expertise and 

our own labor. 

Considering our forces years of experience, I have no doubt that it will carry 

out its mission in flying colors. I say this, not because our forces are 

equipped with the latest modern arms, but because our troops give high 

respect to the public, and the public (in return) stands beside it to help it 

carry out mission successfully. 

 It’s important to mention that our defense forces are founded in a firm 

public support, and its strong highlights are its broad public support and 

the ability to successfully accomplish its missions and its discipline. 

Based on this basic fact, our government and the peace loving people of our 

country have full confidence that our troops will carry out their mission in a 

commendable and laudable fashion. By successfully accomplishing its 

mission, our peacekeeping troop will not only bring peace to Somali and to 

Somalis, but it will also close all corridors in which terror groups use to 

harm our security and development.  

With this, both Somalis and our own country’s vulnerability to terror will be 

clogged. Thus I think the benefits that come from our forces joining 

AMISOM are these. So, it s better to understand that spewing untrue and 
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uncalled for rumors with regards to our troops cannot be anything more 

than more than fantasizing out loud, as they don’t have any truth to them.  


